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Covid and Marburg Weapons Systems
Tomahawk missile systems are not tomahawks.

SASHA LAT YPOVA
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I received a number of questions about “Marburg virus”. I will try to summarize
everything I was able to �nd on it, and also provide some current working theories.

Three years of non-stop propaganda of “covid” everything, but few people realize that

in fact, we have had 2 “scary scary virus” epidemics since 2020: covid AND Marburg!
Did you know that?
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E�ective Feb. 04, 2020, HHS Secretary Azar issued a Notice of Declaration Under the
Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act for Medical Countermeasures

Against COVID–19. The Covid-19 PREP Act declaration has been extended
continuously since and amended eleven times, most recently by HHS Secretary Xavier
Becerra e�ective May 11, 2023. In addition, on December 9, 2020, HHS Secretary Alex
Azar issued another PREP Act coverage declaration for countermeasures and
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activities related to "Marburg virus". Interestingly, this declaration happened just a
few days before “covid-19 vaccines” were shipped in the US and worldwide.
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What is Marburg virus? Information on it is very sparse and dates back to 1967. It is
stated to be a virus similar to ebola, “clinically indistinguishable” but deadlier. CDC
is saying it transmits by blood/body �uids, not airborne. Advertised "signi�cant

outbreaks" were in 3 labs: 2 in Germany and 1 in Yugoslavia (a Soviet satellite) in 1967,
and they occurred simultaneously.  Most cases were in Germany (30-ish between 2
labs), only 2 in Yugoslavia.

The o�cial “infection” story: the 3 labs received a shipment of infected monkeys
(riiiight! them monkeys!) and 25 people got infected while doing autopsies (although

the correct term would be necropsies) on the monkeys.  The only way to get infected by
a blood born pathogen during an autopsy, is when you cut yourself.  So, 25 people did
that simultaneously in 3 di�erent labs???  Then 6 cases were "secondary" -
transmitted from the primary infections (to family members?).  Secondary cases were
non-lethal as, of course, if anything is picked up from shedding it is less dangerous. Of
course, no veri�cation of any of this is possible.

WHO says Marburg comes from bats and that one needs to have a “prolonged
exposure” to the bats in caves in Africa to acquire this disease. Yet another remote
and unprovable origination point. What happened to monkeys? Do monkeys sit in bat
caves for prolonged periods of time? I think not. Maybe we should ask Michael
Callahan, the CIA agent, famous infectious disease specialist - he probably knows as

he is always �rst on the scene in those “outbreaks”.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1967_Marburg_virus_outbreak
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Yet, as the Federal register shows, we have had a Marburg epidemic in the US since
December 2020. The PREP act declarations and EUAs remain in place for both Covid
and Marburg. To keep the money and weapons and psy-op cycles �owing.

I read a Department of Homeland Security memo on Marburg, basically stating we

don't really know anything about it, but it’s de�nitely a scary scary virus, and here are
some numbers that we made up just to generate some o�cial sounding text. Statistics
on lethality are all over the place.  Some sources claim 90%+, WHO says 88%, but
calculating from the 25 primary cases/7 deaths - 28%, some other sources claim 50%.    

Whatever that Marburg thing is - it needs to be injected to “work”.  Highly lethal = it

doesn’t really spread.

Using Proper Mental Frameworks:

It begins to make more sense if mentally, one stops thinking about Covid and
Marburg as names of microbes, and start thinking of them as brand names of
weapons systems (like Predator drone, Hell�re missiles or F-22 jet)
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The US Government's Chemical and Biological Warfare Program used to be housed in
the Department of Defense (DOD). A�er the US signed on to the bioweapons
convention it was not terminated. On the contrary, banning things makes them so

much more pro�table! The program was transferred to the Public Health Emergency-
Emergency Use Authorization-Medical Countermeasures program, now housed in the
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and jointly operated by DOD, HHS,
Department of Homeland Security, Department of State, most other federal agencies
and their subordinate departments, divisions, o�ces, authorities, enterprises,

committees, advisory boards and employees. A giant spigot of money opened up,
especially since the anthrax “attack” (ahem-ahem) post 9/11, and grew into a trillion
dollar industry - the racket of Biodefense.

Rebrand war as a “public health emergency”, rebrand weapons as “countermeasures”,
rebrand killing as “saving lives”. It is that simple.

Importantly, the declarations of nationwide emergency by Trump and subsequent

HHS PREP Act declarations for Covid and Marburg make much more sense if we
interpret them as what they really are: a declaration of bio-chemical (with possible
extension to radiological-nuclear) war, and subsequent announcement of the use of
two speci�c weapons systems, i.e. Covid and Marburg by HHS. They need those PREP
Act declarations in order to provide the same liability coverage to civilians deploying

weapons on their fellow countrymen/women/children, and in many cases on
themselves, as military would get in a combat zone destroying some brown people in a
3rd world country.

My working theory about Marburg weapons system is based on what I found in the
a�liated parties research interests. It is described here by the late Dr. Rashid Buttar.

To be sure, I do not believe this kind of tech works on mass scale, precisely and
reproducibly on everyone. However, even a hoax technology can be adapted to sort of
work in narrow applications, and with money, fear, propaganda and help from
Hollywood can be utilized for mass blackmail. The idea of an injected substance with
a remote activation trigger is the obsession of many prestigious places such as
Charles Lieber’s (Harvard) and Robert Langer’s (MIT) labs, but they are not the only

ones of course being funded by Pentagon and CIA.

https://twitter.com/i/status/1661536803877421061
https://langerlab.mit.edu/research/
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“Drug delivery” technologies is a mega industry with very little legitimate medical
need. The vast majority of it is concerned with poisoning people at a distance of space
and time for military/intelligence/political blackmail purposes.   And I am pretty sure

this is how Marburg is produced or at a minimum, simulated.  The 2nd vector
activates the release of whatever it is they are injecting through the 1st, by covid
shots, but this could be already in other vaccines and injections - avoid all injected
substances unless absolutely necessary. The 2nd vector triggers fever, malaise, pain,
bleeding from eyes, ears, nose - to have the visual e�ects of Marburg.  Bleeding is

already a major recorded side e�ect of covid injections (blood clots everywhere,
including in the eyes, huge nose bleeds, etc).  It could be that injecting as much
DARPA hydrogel as possible in as many people as possible was the primary goal.

The goal maybe twofold - kill o� whatever % they can do with plausible deniability in
the �rst round of covid/injections where approximately 5% of vials/doses end up being
extremely toxic.  By doing this, they identify the population that can tolerate the

injections of hydrogel materials, the ones that don't die o� right away, and that are
brainwashed and obedient enough to continue jabbing themselves.  Then
"demonstrate" the 2 vector and tell them - we can control you now. I doubt the tech
really works, but it only has to work on a small % of the population for demonstration
purposes and continued psy-op.  Derrick Rossi, another co-founder of Moderna is a

movie producer at Castle Rock Entertainment.  If needed, Hollywood can help out with
special e�ects, crisis actors and fake blood, no doubt.  
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